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ABSTRACT

Information about the magnetic topology of the solar corona is crucial to the understanding of solar energetic
events. One approach to characterizing the topology that has had some success is magnetic charge topology, in
which the topology is defined by partitioning the observed photospheric field into a set of discrete sources and de-
termining which pairs are interlinked by coronal field lines. The level of topological activity is then quantified
through the transfer of flux between regions of differing field line connectivity. We discuss in detail how to im-
plement such a model for a time series of vector magnetograms, paying particular attention to distinguishing real
evolution of the photospheric magnetic flux from changes due to variations in atmospheric seeing, as well as un-
correlated noise. We determine the reliability of our method and estimate the uncertainties in its results. We then
demonstrate it through an application to NOAA active region 8210, which has been the subject of extensive pre-
vious study.

Subject headinggs: methods: numerical — Sun: corona — Sun: magnetic fields — Sun: photosphere

1. INTRODUCTION

It is now generally believed that solar flares occur through
the release of energy stored in the coronal magnetic field. There
remains, however, considerable debate over what initiates this
release and which factors make some magnetic configurations
more likely to flare than others. Theoretical considerations indi-
cate that magnetic reconnection may play a role in either the
initiation of a flare or the energy release. From this hypothesis
it would seem that the magnetic fields most likely to reconnect
would be those most likely to flare. A recent class of reconnec-
tion models, called magnetic charge topology (MCT) models,
are versatile enough to apply to realistic coronal geometries and
thereby test this prediction.

MCT models assume that the photospheric magnetic field
consists of distinct sources or ‘‘charges’’ (Baum & Bratenahl
1980; Gorbachev & Somov 1988; Priest & Forbes 1989; Lau
1993; Démoulin et al. 1994; Parnell et al. 1994), presumably the
manifestations of subphotospheric flux tubes. Classifying field
lines by the sources at their footpoints divides the corona into
distinct flux domains separated by ‘‘separatrix surfaces.’’ In this
simplified context, magnetic reconnection exchanges the foot-
points of a pair of field lines thus transporting flux from one do-
main to another. Simple geometrical considerations show that
this transfer must occur across a separator field line, a line of in-
tersection between two separatrices (Baum & Bratenahl 1980;
Greene 1988; Gorbachev & Somov 1988; Lau & Finn 1990). In
light of this model it would seem that magnetic configurations
with more separators would have more opportunity to recon-
nect and would thus be more likely to produce flares.

In order to apply MCT models to observations, photospheric
fields must be somehow represented as a set of distinct sources.

This partitioning is motivated by the well-known tendency of
photospheric flux to concentrate, albeit not always into com-
pletely distinct regions. Several investigators have proposed dif-
ferent methods of partitioning and applied these to specific flares
(Mandrini et al. 1991; Démoulin et al. 1993; Longcope & Silva
1998). Each of the methods can be classified into one of two ba-
sic categories that aim to accomplish different things. Models of
the first category place point sources beneath the photospheric
surface (z < 0) and extrapolate upward to produce the photo-
spheric field. The photospheric image of a single submerged
source is a two-dimensional Lorentzianwhosewidth is proportion
to the source’s depth; the composition of many sources yields a
relatively realistic approximation of an observed photospheric
field. The magnitude and location of the submerged poles can be
varied in order to match a magnetogram pixel for pixel, often in a
least-squares sense. This partitioning scheme has been applied to
numerous flare observations (Gorbachev&Somov1989;Mandrini
et al. 1991; Démoulin et al. 1993; van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. 1994;
Bagalá et al. 1995), and good geometrical agreement was found
between flare-related signatures, such as H� or hard X-ray emis-
sion, and the locations of separatrices and separators in themodel
field.

Submerged poles are good at representing the photospheric
field and thereby faithfully reproducing the geometry of flare
signatures. They are, however, poorly suited to quantitative tasks,
such as determining the flux connecting a pair of sources or how
that flux changes through reconnection. Of all the flux originat-
ing at a given submerged source, only a fraction is ‘‘real’’ in the
sense that it crosses the photospheric plane into the corona.More-
over, the real fraction depends on the distribution of sources and
will change as sources move. Most changes in domain flux are,
therefore, artificial and not the result of coronal reconnection. A
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related philosophical drawback is that separatrices and separa-
tors in such a model are defined by connections below the photo-
sphere and not by properties in the ‘‘real’’ portions of field lines.

Models from the second category of partitioning use point
sources located on the photospheric surface, z ¼ 0. Since exactly
half of the flux from a source enters the corona (the other half
entering a mirror corona below the photosphere), such a model
is well suited to quantifying the interconnections between sources
and possible changes in these interconnections: reconnection.
Each photospheric point source matches the leading terms in a
multipole expansion of the field from the actual (smooth) flux
concentration. As such it is reasonably accurate far from the con-
centration but not at the photosphere where the model field is sin-
gular (such singularities are inevitable in multipole expansions).
Rather than approximating the magnetogram, as submerged poles
do, partitioning of this type seeks to identify distinct regions cor-
responding to the hypothetical flux concentrations.

The examples of magnetogram partitioning found in the lit-
erature rely heavily on subjective analysis and are therefore dif-
ficult to reproduce and unsuitable for studying large numbers of
active regions. This is particularly true of those from the second,
quantitative, category, since they must isolate distinct concen-
trations (Longcope & Silva 1998). We present here an automatic
algorithm for partitioningmagnetograms into source regions,with
particular emphasis on distinguishing real changes in the photo-
sphere over the course of a time series of vector magnetogram
data from changes due to the effects of noise and atmospheric see-
ing variations.

Once the partitioning is done, the topological properties of the
field can be explored. An extrapolation readily defines the con-
nectivity of the coronal magnetic field. Locating and classifying
magnetic null points provides information on the location of sep-
aratrix surfaces and the number of separators. In addition, esti-
mates of the horizontal velocities can be obtained from themotions
of each partition.

In this paper, we apply the MCT model to active region
NOAAAR 8210 for which on 1998May 1, a good-quality time
serieswas obtainedby the ImagingVectorMagnetograph (Mickey
et al. 1996; LaBonte et al. 1999). With a cadence of approxi-
mately four minutes, the vector magnetic field was obtained over
a 30 field of view covering the entire active region and sampled
with 1B1 pixels. The 180� ambiguity in the observed transverse
component was resolved such that heliographic Bx, By, Bz com-
ponents are used; an additional step was performed to ensure that
the resulting ambiguity resolutionwas least variable over the time
series (see Leka & Barnes 2003a for details). Of note for this
analysis, the temporal sequence of vector magnetic field maps are
co-aligned on a subpixel grid in the image plane. This is a well-
studied region, as it was both the source of a Solar, Heliospheric
and Interplanetary Environment (SHINE) Campaign Event1 and
a focus of the Solar MURI project,2 so we can compare some of
our findings (e.g., horizontal velocities) to the results of other
methods.

2. PARTITIONING THE PHOTOSPHERIC FIELD

The goal of partitioning is to identify concentrations of pho-
tospheric flux that serve as ‘‘distinct’’ anchoring points for the
coronal field lines. The vertical component of the photospheric
field, Bz(x; y) (distinguished here from the component along
the line of sight), defines the distribution of flux to which the

coronal field is anchored. It is therefore this function that must
be partitioned into source regions. Were it actually the case that
Bz(x; y) consisted of isolated, unipolar patches surrounded by
field-free (Bz ¼ 0) photosphere, then partitioning would be quite
straightforward (Schrijver et al. 1997b; Kankelborg& Longcope
1999): each isolated patch is a source region. Active region fields,
however, do not conform to this simple picture. For instance,
a typical plage can be considered to be either a single extended
source region or countless tiny source regions representing in-
dividual field-line footpoints. Neither extreme gives any prac-
tical information about the prospects for magnetic reconnection
in the corona.We have therefore developed an algorithm to iden-
tify a tractable number of flux concentrations that will be taken
as source regions in our MCT analysis.
Following the methodology used successfully in the clear-

cut case of quiet Sun fields, we identify concentrations as local
maxima in the unsigned vertical flux density, jBz(x; y)j. Unfor-
tunately, the vertical field from a magnetogram contains a great
deal of fine structure giving rise to many local maxima. Some
of this structure is genuine, but some also results from uncor-
related noise. Even more challenging are the variations in the
structure caused by changes in the atmospheric seeing. These
effects are correlated and can result in systematic changes in
the vertical field that are not genuine. Since one of our primary
interests is to consider the time evolution of active regions, it is
particularly critical to minimize the impact of the changes due
to both random noise and atmospheric seeing. To accomplish
this, we construct a ‘‘reference’’ magnetogram for a time series,
apply a partitioning algorithm to it, and partition all the magneto-
grams in the time series based on this reference partition. This
approach greatly reduces the number of random fluctuations in
the partitioning between time steps and so allows real evolution
in the magnetic topology to be identified.

2.1. Constructing a Reference Partition

The time series in which we are interested have a typical du-
ration of at most a few hours, thus we expect that real changes in
the magnetic flux concentrations will be of comparatively small
amplitude on this timescale. Thus, we construct the reference
magnetogram by taking the time-averaged value of the vertical
field at each (co-aligned) pixel. The next step is to discard those
areas of the magnetograms in which the smoothed field is con-
sistent with zero. The uncertainty in the vertical field strength
measurement is

�2
detection ¼ �B?ð Þ2 sin2�þ �Bk

� �2
cos2�; ð1Þ

where � is the observing angle and the intrinsic uncertainties �B?
and �Bk are determined in separate measurements by fitting the
distribution functions of quiet Sun areas (Leka & Skumanich
1999). Experience has shown this uncertainty to vary little over a
time series for a given active region, although there can be con-
siderable differences among different active regions. We there-
fore set a threshold field strength of 3 times the mean detection
threshold (3 �̄detection), which is typically in the range 50–100 G.
Pixels in the reference magnetogramwhere the vertical field falls
below this threshold are excluded from consideration by setting
their vertical field strength to zero.
Source regions are now defined by propagating ‘‘region labels’’

downhill from local maxima in jBzj. Working in descending order
of jBzj each pixel inherits the label of the greatest among its eight
neighbors; if none are yet labeled then the central pixel is a local
maximum and gets a ‘‘fresh’’ label. This type of ‘‘gradient-based
tessellation’’ scheme has been shown to label each and every pixel

1 See http://www.shinegroup.org /campaign.html.
2 See http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/home/yanli/public_html/muri/events98.html.
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uniquely (Schrijver et al. 1997a); all pixels sharing a common la-
bel represent a single source region.

The downhill gradient algorithm can, however, produce an un-
wieldy number of very small regions in finely structured fields,
such as plage. In any event, it is unlikely that structuring on scales
of �1000 km (a few pixels) can significantly affect the large-
scale coronal field. To limit the number of small regions, those
with flux less than 1 ;104 G Mm2 are assigned the same label as
a neighbor of the same polarity, provided the neighbor has a com-
mon boundary with the small region. Our motivation in merging
partitions in this way is to simplify areas where small concen-
trations offlux are unlikely to contribute to the global topology in
an important way. To further simplify regions of plage, we also
perform a ‘‘saddle point’’ merging. That is, we determine the
value of the vertical field at the saddle point between each pair
of neighboring regions. If the field there is within 100 G of the
field strength at either of the local maxima defining the neighbor-
ing regions, the regions are merged. Once again, the goal here is
to identify concentrations of flux, and this technique groups to-
gether similar local maxima into a single concentration. These
methods are designed to retain regions with polarity opposite to
their surroundings, such as �-spots. The thresholds used were
tested on a sample of six active regions in addition to the results
presented here.

The saddle point merging concludes the construction of the
reference partition. Figure 1 shows the result for NOAAAR8210
for the time interval from 17:07 to 18:07 UT, which has been
partitioned into 52 sources. Where the flux is large, such as in
the large negative polarity sunspot, all the divisions between
flux concentrations have been kept. Likewise, the small positive
polarity intrusion located at (x; y) � (�35; �245) has been re-
tained. However, the large areas of plage have seen significant
merging.

2.2. Matching the Reference Magnetogram

For each magnetogram in a time series, the partitioning al-
gorithm initially proceeds as in the reference case, by removing
from consideration those portions of the magnetogram consis-
tent with zero field then employing the gradient based tessel-
lation scheme to assign a label to each pixel. This typically
results in an extremely large number of distinct labels, due to
the amount of random noise in the field. Attempts to reduce the
number of distinct labels by smoothing the field or merging
neighboring partitions based on some criteria (flux, saddle-
point, etc.) typically result in a partition that varies greatly from
one time step to the next. Instead, we compare each partition in
the magnetogram to the reference magnetogram and assign to it
the label of the reference partition with which it has the greatest
overlap in flux. That is, we minimize the difference between the
partitioning of each magnetogram in a time series and the ref-
erence magnetogram for that time series.

In Figure 2 we show the partitions of the first (17:07 UT)
and last (18:07 UT) magnetograms in our time series for
NOAA AR 8210. The exact boundary of each partition has
changed slightly, but all the partitions are still present and oc-
cupy similar areas of the photosphere. Careful inspection re-
veals some real changes, such as the motion of the partition at
(x; y) � (20; �185), labeled N13.

3. THE MAGNETIC TOPOLOGY

According to MCT models, coronal field lines form distinct
domains grouped by the source regions of their footpoints. In
order to enumerate these domains and describe their topology,

we employ a potential-field extrapolation of the photospheric
field. The horizontal components of the vector field do typically
indicate vertical photospheric currents and nonnegligible field
twist on both localized and global scales, as demonstrated in
Leka & Barnes (2003a). We nevertheless use a potential field
for two reasons. First, the topological quantities in question, such
as the connectivities, are robust against the existence of modest
currents. Second, alternatives to potential extrapolations intro-
duce so many practical difficulties that their possible improve-
ments do not seem worthwhile. Constant-� fields, for example,
require the introduction of artificial horizontal boundaries since
unbounded fields of this type behave unphysically (Nakagawa&
Raadu 1972). They can also contain field lines not anchored to
the photosphere at all, which cannot therefore be classified in an
MCTmodel. Field lines of this type have never been observed in
an active region’s corona, and so a model that produces them is
undesirable. Finally, the actual distribution of vertical currents
are rarely, if ever, observed to resemble a constant-� field. Em-
ploying a nonlinear non-constant-� extrapolation method is be-
yond the scope of this work. Thus, we use the potential-field
extrapolation as a starting point for describing the resultant cor-
onal complexity. That is, the complexity computed using the po-
tential field represents at least the complexity in the true corona
above these photospheric measurements.

We make the further approximation of using only the two
leading-order multipoles, the monopole and dipole, to calculate
the contribution from each region. This is equivalent to replac-
ing each source region by a magnetic point charge located at its
flux-weighted center (see Fig. 1). The flux of the charge is the
total flux of all pixels within the partition. The principal advan-
tage of this approximation is that the magnetic field from a col-
lection of coplanar point sources can be rapidly calculated.

3.1. Mapping the Connectivity

The field’s connectivity is quantified by the domain matrix,
 ij , giving the net flux connecting source i to source j. From
the approximate coronal field described above we estimate the
domain matrix using a Monte Carlo technique. Ni field lines
are initiated in random directions from source i and followed to

Fig. 1.—Reference magnetogram for NOAA AR 8210, showing the time-
averaged vertical field, the 52 partitions, and the pole locations. Note that our
partitioning algorithm retains the divisions between strong flux concentrations
in the large negative polarity sunspot and the small positive polarity intrusion
located at (x; y) � (�35; �245) while significantly simplifying the large areas
of plage. Axes are in Mm in the image plane.
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their opposite end. The number of these field lines that end at
opposing source j will be denoted mij. Since the field lines are
initialized at random, mij will be a Poisson random variable with
mean Ni ij/�i (�i is the flux of source i). Similarly, of the Nj

field lines initialized at source j,mji will terminate at i. The prob-
ability that the independent Poisson variables, mij and mji, will
assume a particular pair of values for a specified domain flux is
the product of their individual probabilities:

p mij; mjij ij

� �
¼ 1

mij!mji!

 
mijþmji

ij

�i=Nið Þmij �j=Nj

� �mji
e� ij= 0 ; ð2Þ

where  0 ¼ 1/(Ni/�i þ Nj/�j).
Using Bayes’s theorem and following the common practice of

assuming the prior distribution of  ij to be uniform (D’Agostini
2003), the conditional probability (2) can be converted to the
probability of  ij for a given pair of observations. After nor-
malization this probability is

p  ijjmij; mji

� �
¼ 1

mij þ mji

� �
!

 
mijþmji

ij

 
mijþmjiþ1

0

e� ij= 0 : ð3Þ

The peak of this probability curve yields the maximum likeli-
hood estimate for the domain flux

 ij ¼
mij þ mji

Ni=�i þ Nj=�j

� � : ð4Þ

This expression also applies to cases in which one of the do-
mains, say j, is 1, from which no field lines are initialized:
Nj ¼ mji ¼ 0.

When two sources are found to be unconnected,mij ¼ mji ¼ 0,
we take the domain to be absent altogether:  ij ¼ 0. An extant
domain with flux  ij can, however, occasionally be erroneously
overlooked by our Monte Carlo method. This will happen with a

probability p(0; 0j ij) given by equation (2), which we express
as the probability of missing an extant domain

Pmiss  ij

� �
¼ e� i j= 0 : ð5Þ

Therefore, we can expect to find at least 95% of all domains
with flux  ij � 3 0.
The threshold flux, 3 0, can vary between source pairs since

 0 depends on the flux of, and the number of lines initiated
at, each source. To obtain a single threshold,  c � 3 0, for all
source pairs, we initiate a number of field lines Ni proportional
to the flux of that source: Ni ¼ 3�i/2 c (actually the next larg-
est integer). With this choice we can regard  c as the nominal
threshold for 95% yield. Domains connecting to infinity, how-
ever, have  0 ¼ �i/Ni ¼ (2/3) c; these will be found with 95%
only when  ij > 2 c.
In practice, we are able to select  c sufficiently small that the

statistical uncertainty in determining the domain fluxes is typ-
ically small compared with that due to the uncertainty in the
locations and magnitudes of the sources (see x 4). For the cal-
culations presented here,  c ¼ 0:15 G Mm2. This resolution
limit dictates that approximately 2:5 ; 107 field lines be inte-
grated; Ni ¼ 1896 are initiated at the smallest source, N19.
Figure 3 shows the domain matrix elements larger than  c as

lineswhose thickness reflects ij in ourmodel of NOAAAR8210.
As expected, the large central sunspot has many connections to
the surrounding plage. However, it is interesting to note that even
tiny, isolated sources, such as source P26 in the southeast corner
of the field of view, sometimes have multiple connections. Be-
cause the field of view is not flux balanced, there are also a num-
ber of connections to ‘‘infinity,’’ that is, to flux concentrations
outside of the field of view.
Figure 4 summarizes the sizes of the 99 different connec-

tions found by theMonte Carlo integration. At least in this case,
the size distribution is notably bimodal. There is a population of
large domains,  ij > 70 G Mm2, comprising 99.98% of all flux.

Fig. 2.—Two partitions from the same time series for NOAA AR 8210, at
17 :07 UT (black) and 18:07 UT (white) superimposed on the time-averaged
vertical field. Note that while the exact boundaries of the partitions have moved
somewhat, every partition is still present. Some systematic changes are evident,
as in the motion of N13 in the northwest quadrant, which is likely due to real
motion of that flux concentration.

Fig. 3.—Magnetogram of NOAA AR 8210, taken at 17:07 UT, showing in
heliographic coordinates the vertical field, the pole locations, the boundaries
of the partitions defining the pole locations and the connections between sources
(black lines). The thickness of a line indicates the amount of flux in the domain.
Lines leading off the edge of the figure are connections to ‘‘infinity,’’ that is, to
flux concentrations outside of the field of view.
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The smaller population consists of 17 domains with fluxes rang-
ing from 55 GMm2 down to  ij ¼ (2/3) c; this connection is so
small that it would be missed 14% of the time. We discuss below
the evidence that at least two more domains this small or smaller
have avoided detection.

Had the Monte Carlo calculation been done with fewer field
lines, by setting  c higher, an even larger portion of this small
population would have been missed. The population of 82
larger domains would still be found, with 99% certainty, as long
as  c < 45 G Mm2, which would require the integration of
only 1:5 ; 105 field lines. In as much as these are the field lines
likely to play a significant role in solar activity, it is reasonable
to use such a high threshold and thereby disregard the smaller
population.

Choosing the number of field lines to be proportional to the
source flux, as we have done, results in an approximately con-
stant absolute statistical error in the domain fluxes. For ques-
tions that make use of the domain fluxes, and in particular for
questions that deal with changes in the domain fluxes, such as
estimates of the rate of reconnection, it is more important to have
an upper limit on the absolute error in the domain fluxes. If the
goal is to fully determine the magnetic topology by enumerating
all of the domains, then it will generally bemore efficient to assign
a fixed number of field lines to every source, irrespective of its
flux. This will resolve domains accounting for more than a fixed
fraction of their smallest footpoint. Such an approach can lead
to an estimate of the number of separator field lines present (see
x 3.2).

3.2. Magnetic Null Points, Separatrices, and Separators

In addition to calculating the domain matrix, we locate mag-
netic null points in the model magnetic field. As the name im-
plies, a null point xa is a location at which the magnetic field

vector vanishes, B(xa) ¼ 0. In the vicinity of xa, the magnetic
field can be approximated by

B xa þ �xð Þ � Ma = �x; ð6Þ

where Ma
ij ¼ @Bi/@xj is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at xa.

An A-type (B-type) null is one for which detMa is positive
(negative). Of the eigenvectors ofMa, the two with like-signed
eigenvalues define a plane called the fan plane, and the third de-
fines the spine direction. Field lines originating in the fan plane
extend into the corona forming a fan surface, which is one of the
field’s separatrices. Field lines leaving parallel and antiparallel
to the spine direction are spine field lines. The intersection of a
fan surface with the photospheric surface (z ¼ 0) is called the
fan trace, and mapping them provides valuable insight into the
structure of the coronal domains (Longcope & Klapper 2002).

A photospheric null of either type is classified as a ‘‘prone null’’
if its spine field lines lie in the photosphere, and an ‘‘upright
null’’ otherwise. A separator is a field line that originates and
terminates on a null; it is the intersection of two separatrix sur-
faces, which form the boundaries of flux domains (see Fig. 5).

We locate null points using a Newton-Raphson root-finding
algorithm. Most of the nulls lie in the photospheric plane so this
is the only place we seek them. To initiate the Newton-Raphson
method, we use the location of the null point associated with
each pair of sources considered in isolation, as well as the mid-
point of all triplets of sources of the same polarity. Initial loca-
tions of the first kind typically lead to prone nulls, while initial
locations of the second kind typically lead to upright nulls.
Figure 6 shows the nulls and separators, spines, and fan traces
from the model field of NOAA AR 8210.

Our algorithm locatedNp ¼ 51 prone nulls,NA ¼ 19 of type A
and NB ¼ 32 of type B, and Nu ¼ 0 upright nulls. These val-
ues satisfy both Poincaré indices (Longcope & Klapper 2002)

Np ¼ Nþ þ N� þ Nu � 2 and NB� NA ¼ Nþ � N�; ð7Þ

Fig. 4.—Summary of the sizes of the 99 connectivities found by Monte
Carlo integration. Bottom: Histogram of the regions with  ij in units of G Mm2

on a logarithmic scale. The dotted vertical line shows c ¼ 0:15 G Mm2, which
is the limit for a 95% probability of detection. Pluses along the top show the ac-
tual values. Top: Cumulative flux in the connectivities. It reaches its maximum,
1:5 ; 106 G Mm2, at the right.

Fig. 5.—Field lines in the separatrix surfaces associated with null points A19
( yellow) and B24 ( purple), along with the corresponding separator (green).
Note how the purple field lines originating in the fan of B24 terminate on either
source N03 or N04. Null A19 has spine field lines that terminate on the same
pair of sources, so these nulls are linked. The fan field lines for A19 terminate at
the same sources as the spine field lines for B24; thus, there is a candidate for a
separator connecting these two nulls.
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where Nþ ¼ 33 and N� ¼ 20 are the numbers of positive and
negative sources; since the model has negative net flux, infinity
has been counted as a positive source. If these relations were not
both satisfied we would know that some nulls had not been
found.

The first step in locating the separators is to determine which
nulls are linked.With the exception of separator field lines, each
field line originating in a null’s fan surface terminates on a source.
We begin by following one of the fan traces until it terminates
on a source, then initiate another field line in the fan surface in
a direction at an angle � from the fan trace. If that field line ter-
minates on the same source as the fan trace, we increment the an-
gle determining the initial direction by another � and trace that
field line until it terminates on a source. We continue stepping in
angle through the fan surface until a field line terminates on a dif-
ferent source (or the other fan trace is reached).

When the two adjacent field lines terminate on different sources,
there must be at least one separator field line between the two
(see Fig. 5). This initial pair of angles bracketing a separator is
refined to more closely bracket the separator by initiating a new
field line at an angle midway between the bracketing angles. If
the field line from the new direction terminates on the same
source as one of the original bracketing field lines, its initial an-
gle replaces that bracketing angle. The process of bisecting the
angle is repeated until the initial direction of the separator is con-
strained to lie within a range of less than �/n, where n is the num-
ber of bisections. However, it is frequently the case that more
than one separator is contained in the initial bracketing range.

Thus, the field line originating from the bisection of the angle
may terminate on a third source, which does not match either of
the bracketing field lines. In this case, it replaces the larger of the
bracketing angles, and the bisection continues until a separator
has been located. When the search resumes, the latest refinement
of bracketing angle is incremented by the standard angle �, and
the procedure continues; thus, separators that differ in initial angle
by less than � are generally located, although those that differ by
less than �/n are not.
To identify the other end of the separator, it is necessary to

look at the sources associated with the spine field lines of the
nulls, as well as the sources associated with the bracketing field
lines in the fan surface. A pair of nulls is considered to be linked
if the sources associated with the spines of the first null match
the sources associated with the bracketing field lines of the sec-
ond null, and vice versa. The process of linking nulls is straight-
forward, if computationally intensive when a sufficiently large
number of field lines to bracket all separators are originated in
each fan surface.
Once a pair of linked nulls has been identified, the existence

of the separator must be confirmed. The process we employ
makes use of a plane, located midway between the linked nulls,
with a normal parallel to a line connecting the two nulls. The
field lines bracketing the separator in the fan surface of the first
null are traced to their intersections with the plane, say at posi-
tions x1, x2. The bracketing field lines from the second null are
traced to their intersections with the plane, say at y1, y2. The
method is deemed to have converged to the separator if the

Fig. 6.—Magnetogram of NOAA AR 8210 at 17 : 07 UT, showing in heliographic coordinates the vertical field, the locations of the poles and nulls (blue: A-type;
red: B-type), and the projection of the separators onto the photosphere (green lines).
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segment connecting x1 with x2 intersects the segment connect-
ing y1 with y2. If the segments do not intersect, then the bracket-
ing field lines are revised, and the segments are reconstructed
until they intersect or amaximumnumber of iterations is reached,
at which point the search for the separator is abandoned.

The largest limitation to the method is that the bracketing
field lines may not in fact intersect the plane. Because field lines
rapidly diverge from the separator, it is sometimes necessary to
bracket the separator with extremely high precision in order to
have a chance for the method to work. One could also apply the
method with different choices of the plane, but this typically
requires human intervention, which is not consistent with our
goal of automating the implementation of theMCTmodel. Thus,
the separator associated with linked pairs of nulls is not always
located.

For the results presented here, we use an angle � ¼ �/5000
and bisect the resulting range n ¼ 25 times, so that a separator is
typically determined to lie within a range in angle of 1:9 ; 10�12.
With this precision, every A-type null linked to a B-type null also
has the B-type null linked to the A-type null, and the associated
separator was found, for a total of 59 separators. Of course, that
is not a guarantee that no other links or separators are present.

The corona is divided into domains by the fan surfaces, which
intersect each other along separators. The number of domains is
related to the number of surfaces, edges (separators and spines),
and vertices (sources and prone nulls) through a topological for-
mula calledEuler’s relation (Longcope&Klapper 2002). A field
with X separators and Nc null points in the corona, which is an-
chored to S different sources (including a source at infinity if nec-
essary) will be divided into exactly

D ¼ X þ S � Nc � 1 ð8Þ

distinct domains (Beveridge & Longcope 2005).
In our model of NOAA AR 8210, with S ¼ Nþ þ N� ¼ 53

sources (including infinity), we found X ¼ 59 separators and
Nc ¼ 0 coronal null points. Topology dictates that there be
D ¼ 111 domains in such a field, according to equation (8).
Since our algorithm can miss separators the number we found,
X ¼ 59, should itself be taken as a lower bound and the number
of domains would be larger by the number of missed separa-
tors. It is unlikely that a coronal null has gone unnoticed, since
both Poincaré relations are satisfied already.

Each separator lies at the interface of four different domains
connecting each of its two positive spine sources to each of its
two negative spine sources (Longcope et al. 2001). Counting up
all the connections implied by all 59 of the separators yields a
total of 101. These include all 99 connections present in the do-
main matrix (see Fig. 4) and two others, which were apparently
missed by the Monte Carlo integrator (specifically P05–N01
and P23–N01 ). Had connections been found by theMonte Carlo
integrator that were not implied by the spine sources of our sep-
arators we would have concluded that some separators were
missed. As it stands we have no evidence of missing separators.

It is possible for multiple domains to link the same pair of
sources. While these constitute distinct domains, and are there-
fore counted separately in equation (8), the domain matrix will
include only a single nonzero entry between the sources. Thus,
we can expect a discrepancy between the number of connec-
tions, 101 in this case, and the number of domains, D ¼ 111,
when these are present.

Redundant domains of this type are, in fact, present in our
model field. Sufficiently close to the source, the field can be con-
sidered to be radial, so each field line can be associated with a

unique direction specified by the latitude and longitude given in
a spherical coordinate system centered on the source. The num-
ber of domains present can be determined by considering the set
of angles from which field lines are originated on one source and
terminate on the second source. If this set is connected, then there
is a single domain; if the set is expressed as the disjoint union of
maximal connected subsets, then the number of domains is equal
to the number of subsets.

Figure 7a shows the sets of angles for source N13, with each
set shown in a different color. The boundary between each set
and its neighbor is a separatrix surface, and the point at approx-
imately 7 o’clock where the separatrices come together on the
edge of the figure is a spine field line for null A12. There are three
distinct domains ( yellow) connecting the positive source P17 to
the negative source N13. Separating these from each other are
the domains P25–N13 (red ) and P31–N13 (gray), which are
completely enclosed by separatrices from null points B45 and
B31, respectively. There are several extremely small domains
that are nearly invisible in the figure (e.g., P15–N13, with a flux
of about 1.5 G Mm2, and P08–N13 with a flux of about 11.4 G
Mm2, which both lie between P27–N13 [orange] and P04–N13
[light blue]).

The existence of the multiple domains can also be inferred by
considering the photospheric footprints of the domains (Fig. 7b).
All of the domains P17–N13 are surrounded by the separatrix
from null B42, but their footprints are separated from each other
by the footprints of the domains P25–N13 and P31–N13, and
the spines of nulls B45 and B31. The separatrix from each of
these null points intersects the separatrix from A12 twice. Such
double intersections create a looped pair of separators, visible in
the upper right of Figure 6. We believe that such looped sepa-
rators will always cause one domain to be split into two com-
ponents. These two loops, along with a third between B42 and
A13, cause the source N13 to be connected to nine different
sources through twelve different domains; three separator loops
lead to three redundant domains.

Among the 59 separators there are ten pairs of looped sepa-
rators, including the three just discussed. It is our belief that
each of these must be accompanied by a redundant domain. That
would bring the number of domains to 111 in full agreement with
topological constraint given by equation (8). Therefore, it would
seem that we have found every separator and every domain, and
that our domain matrix  ij is missing two very small entries.

4. UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE MCT MODEL

The foregoing describes an implementation of the MCT at a
single time. As the source positions and fluxes change so will
the domain matrix of the potential field  ij. It is possible that the
topology will change as well; however, this can happen only
as distinct events called bifurcations (Brown & Priest 2001;
Maclean et al. 2005). Without reconnection the field must depart
from a potential field in order to hold fixed its domain matrix.
The Minimum Current Corona Model (MCC; Longcope 1996;
Longcope & Klapper 2002) is a self-consistent model for such a
departure from a potential field. In the MCC, the field evolves
through a series of equilibrium each ofwhichminimizes themag-
netic energy subject to the fixed domain matrix. These equilibria
are potential except for current sheets along each separator. The
current on each separator depends on changes in all elements of
the domain matrix of the potential field, � ij.

In order to implement the MCC, it is important to know the
accuracy and reliability of the topology and domain matrix de-
rived from the data. The overall accuracy will be affected by
errors in themagnetograms, errors in the partitioning, and errors
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in calculations using the model field. Of these, the errors in the
partitioning turn out to be the most significant and also the most
difficult to characterize. One might hope to determine whether
the partitioning into source regions faithfully represents actual
flux concentrations. It is not clear how to do this at the present
time, since it is not clear what the partitions or concentrations
are meant to represent. Instead we characterize only the repeat-
ability and robustness of partitions produced. If they are repeat-
able and robustmeasurements theymight ultimately prove useful
regardless of what they might physically represent.

It is possible to estimate the detection threshold for the ver-
tical field by looking at measurements of the field in quiet sun,
but it is much more difficult to estimate the uncertainty in the
measured vertical field at each pixel. We make the assumption
here that the percent error in the vertical field is constant for
vertical fields stronger than the threshold, �Bz(x; y) ¼ �Bz(x; y),
Bz > 3 �detection, and that the noise is uncorrelated. With these
assumptions, the uncertainty in the flux in a fixed region of Npix

pixels each mapping to an area Apix on the photosphere is

��¼ �Apix

�XNpix

i¼1

B2
z (xi; yi)

�1=2
: ð9Þ

The term ‘‘uncertainty’’ heremeans the degree bywhich the same
underlying distribution of flux would lead to different source re-
gions or the same regions with different fluxes or locations. Since
active region fields evolve on time scales of hours, the high time
cadence IVM observations of NOAAAR 8210 can be used as an
ensemble of realizations of the same, or similar, underlying flux
distributions. We therefore use the partitions of the 20 magneto-

grams to infer the inherent variability or uncertainty in the par-
titioning algorithm. This is compared to our estimate of the un-
certainty (eq. [9]) to determine the value of �.
Each region appears in different partitions with a different

flux and a different centroid position. We assume there to be an
actual value of each quantity that varies slowly enough over
the one hour epoch to be approximated by a linear function of
time. We therefore take the residuals from a linear least-squares
fit to be the uncertainty in the partitioning algorithm. Fig-
ure 8 shows the result for one region (N13) whose centroid is
moving at vx ¼ 417 m s�1 and whose net flux is increasing at
�̇ ¼ 8:2 ; 1015 Mx s�1. On top of these trends there is a scatter
of �x ’ 0:26 Mm and �� ¼ 750 G Mm2, which we attribute to
uncertainty (indicated by the error bars).
We repeat this procedure for all 52 regions to give a flux un-

certainty, ��, for each one. Figure 9 shows the results, plotted as
a function of our estimate of the uncertainty from equation (9).
The best-fit linear relation of the form given in equation (9) has
a slope Apix� ¼ 0:66, which implies a percent uncertainty of
� � 1:0. Clearly, this is not a physically reasonable result, as for
the IVM we expect the percent error to be no worse than a few
tens of percent. Thus, we conclude that the dominant source of
error is indeed the partitioning, rather than the variation in the
field strength in individual pixels. It is interesting, however, how
well the functional form of equation (9) agrees with result from
the residuals from the time series. Since there is no particular
reason to expect this functional form for the uncertainty, we also
tried fitting ��, as determined by the residuals, to products of
powers of the regions’ flux, perimeter and area. The most com-
pelling scaling found was �� � 4:2�0:60 (fluxes expressed in
units of GMm2). However, the agreement with the residuals was

Fig. 7.—Left: Sets of field lines that terminate on a given source (color scale) as a function of the direction in which they were initiated from source N13. The
colatitude and longitude specifying the direction in a spherical coordinate system centered on the source have been mapped to a polar coordinate system in which
r ¼ ½1� cos (colat)�1=2, in order to preserve the apparent area. Thus, the photosphere is the outer edge of the plot, and the vertical direction is in the center of the
plot. The list on the left of the figure gives the color of the label of each source. The sequence of colors starting on the left of the figure is green, dark blue, yellow,
red, yellow, gray, yellow, dark blue, cyan, fuchsia, purple, orange; the three bands of yellow indicate that there are three distinct domains connecting source N13
with source P17. Several domains are small enough to be nearly invisible in the figure. Right: Spines (solid lines) and fan traces (dashed lines) for those nulls
associated with source N13, located at (x; y) � (10; 35). The footpoints of the multiple domains P17–N13 ( yellow) can be identified with the three areas of the
photosphere separated by the spines and fan traces from nulls B45 and B31 and bounded by the fan traces from null B42.
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onlymarginally better than that of equation (9). Such an empirical
scaling lawmay allow us, in future, to estimate the uncertainties
in the flux from a single magnetogram, instead of requiring a time
series.

The errors in centroid location, on the other hand, are all less
than 1 pixel (they average �x � 320 km) and do not appear to
scale with any property of the region.

For the domain fluxes, there are two sources of uncertainty: one
is the statistical error associated with theMonte Carlo method; the
second is the uncertainty due to the uncertainties in the strengths
and positions of the sources, although the positions have so little
uncertainty their contribution is likely to be negligible. We esti-
mate the statistical error from the width of the peak in the like-
lihood function (eq. [3]). The inverse square root of its relative
curvature gives a width

� ij ¼
 c

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mij þ mji

p
: ð10Þ

By choosing  c sufficiently small, we can make this uncertainty
smaller than that due to the uncertainties in the source strengths.
It is difficult to deduce from first principles the latter uncertainty
so we estimate it from our data. We begin with the sources for
the reference magnetogram. The uncertainties in the position
and strength of each source are multiplied by normally distrib-
uted random numbers, and the results are added to the location
and strength of that source, to produce a new set of sources. The
connectivity calculation is repeated for 100 different sets of
sources, to produce a distribution of flux for each domain. The
standard deviation of that distribution is taken to be the uncer-
tainty in the domain flux � ij.

Having estimated the uncertainty from the data, we looked for
an empirical relationship between the uncertainty in a domain
flux and the domain flux itself. We found excellent agreement for

� ij ¼ 3:2 0:33
ij : ð11Þ

From this relation, we note that the percent error in the domain
flux will be less than 10% for  ij k 200 G Mm2, however, the
absolute error continues to grow slowly as the domain flux in-
creases. This will certainly have implications for determining
changes in the domain matrix, � ij, necessary for estimating
the separator currents in the MCC model.

For the null points, we follow the same procedure as for the
sources: the uncertainty in the location of each null is taken to be
the residuals from the linear least-squares fit to the time series. A
null at one time is identified as being the same null at a different
time if the two have spines that end on the same sources, and are
within 15 Mm of each other. In some instances, a null present at
one time will be replaced by a null in almost the same location,
but with spines that terminate on different sources; these nulls
are considered to be distinct. This same behavior is evident in the
null points in the noise addedmagnetograms: nearly cospatial null
points can have different sources associated with their spines.
Typically, at least one of these sources will be of small magni-
tude, and the corresponding change in the magnetic topology
will involve small flux domains.

The uncertainty in the number of null points is estimated from
the standard deviation of the number of nulls found in the noise-
added reference magnetograms. While our null finding scheme
certainly does not always find all of the photospheric null points,
the variation in the number of nulls due to changes in the loca-
tions and strengths of the sources is likely to be higher.

For the separators, we also make use of the noise-added ref-
erence magnetograms: the separators are located for each ran-
dom number seed, then matched to the separators in the data. A
separator is judged to match if it connects the same pair of nulls.
If more than one separator connects a pair of nulls, then the
separator in the noise-added calculation is associated with the
separator that most closely matches in angle. Once the sepa-
rators have been matched, the standard deviation of the distri-
bution of the noise-added separators is used to estimate the
uncertainty in any given property of the separator. For example,
one may wish to estimate the uncertainty in the flux enclosed
between the separator and the photosphere.

Figure 10a shows the position of null A12 as a function of
time, with error bars determined as described above. One of the
spine field lines from this null terminates on source N13, whose
position was shown in Figure 8a. The high correlation between

Fig. 8.—For source N13, the x-position (a) and strength (b) as a function of
time. The error bars are estimated from the residuals from a linear least-
squares fit. The slope of the position indicates that this source is moving, while
the slope of the strength indicates that it is also emerging.

Fig. 9.—Uncertainty estimates for the flux of all 52 sources, calculated
from the variations in the time series, as a function of the uncertainty based on
an assumption of constant percent error in the vertical field measurements. The
dashed line is the best-fit line, �� ¼ 0:66(�B2

i )
1=2. Source N13 is highlighted

by a diamond.
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the position of the source and the position of the null is not sur-
prising, since the location of A12 is determined in part by the
location and strength of N13. On average, the uncertainty in
the position of the null points is slightly larger than the uncer-
tainty in the position of the sources, but is still less than 1 pixel.

Also shown in Figure 10b is the flux enclosed by one of the
separators from null A12. The error bars in this case are deter-
mined from the noise added reference magnetograms. The per-
cent uncertainty in the separator parameters is generally much
larger than in the source, null, and domain flux parameters. For
the example shown in the figure, the uncertainty is larger than
10% in a flux with a typical magnitude �k103 G Mm2. In
comparison, we found the percent error in the domain flux to be
less than 10% for  k 200 G Mm2.

5. DISCUSSION

We have outlined an automated way to implement a mag-
netic charge topology model for real observational data. Given
the complexity of the manipulations performed to obtain a re-
sult that primarily reflects real changes in the solar photosphere,
we must concern ourselves with whether we have succeeded.
One comparison that can be made is of the horizontal veloci-
ties. There have been several studies made on the velocities
of NOAA AR 8210 (Nindos et al. 2003; Welsch et al. 2004;
Longcope 2004), which differ in detail, but have several com-
mon features. In particular, the central sunspot is seen to rotate
in a clockwise direction, while the opposite polarity plage beside
it rotates in the reverse direction. In addition, there is a patch of
negative polarity close to the spot that is moving very rapidly.
All of these features can also be found in our MCT analysis of
NOAA AR 8210, as shown in Figure 11.

Both of these rapidly evolving areas are potentially of inter-
est for solar energetic events. Chromospheric images, courtesy

of the solar MURI effort, from the University of Hawai‘i Mees
CCD Imaging Spectrograph (MCCD; Penn et al. 1991) and
the high-resolution H� camera at Big Bear Solar Observatory
(Denker et al. 1999) show that numerous homologous events of
various sizes on 1998 May 1 between 17:00 UT and 23:30 UT
produced line-center brightenings primarily in the east and south
quadrants of the active region. In Figure 12, we show a sample

Fig. 11.—Horizontal velocity for each of the sources. We are able to re-
produce the clockwise rotation of the large negative spot, the counter-rotation
of the surrounding plage, and the rapid motion of source N13, as determined
by local correlation tracking methods.

Fig. 10.—For null A12, the x-position as a function of time (a) and the flux
enclosed between the separator connecting A12 with B23 and the photosphere
(b). The error bars are estimated from the residuals from a linear least-squares
fit. Note the high correlation between the position of the null and the position
of the spine source N13 shown in Fig. 8a. The correlation for the flux is much
weaker, due to the more sensitive dependence of the location of the separator
on the sources.

Fig. 12.—Image of line-center H� from the MCCD on 1998 May 1 at
18:06:44 UT. Contours indicate the continuum intensity, with the first contour
roughly corresponding to the penumbral boundary and approximately enclos-
ing the partitions associated with sources P01, N01, N02, N03, and N04 in
NOAA AR 8210. Terrestrial north /west is up/right, respectively, and the tick
marks indicate the scale in arcseconds. Features to note include the brighten-
ings in the southeast quadrant, and the extended active-region filament in the
northwest quadrant, which becomes active with flare activity on 1998 May 2.
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image from theMCCD, taken at 18:06:44 UT. The northernmost
extension of the large brightening is in the vicinity of null B24,
and the brightening extends toward nulls A50 and B01, B08,
B22. In addition, the brightening near the sunspot is in the vi-
cinity of null A19. While there are certainly other parts of the
region containing more separators, this area is of interest be-
cause of the combination of the existence of separators and the
relative motion of the positive and negative polarity areas, which
may induce currents to flow along the separators.

There were also, as expected, numerous small-scale short-
lived brightenings during the course of the day that occurred
over the entire active region including in the area near source
N13 and the nearby null A12. H� images fromKanzelhohe Ob-
servatory on 1998 May 2, on the other hand, show brightenings
related to an event beginning at 13:35 UT concentrated in the
north and west quadrants, again near A12. This area is also of
particular interest because of the complex topology, as evi-
denced by the multiple domains and the large number of sep-
arators associated with null A12, and the rapid motion of source
N13. Of course, the present analysis does nothing to predict why
the events in the south and east quadrants occur before the event in
the northwest.

Now that we have a technique for automatically implement-
ing an MCTmodel, there are a number of possible applications.
In addition, the partitioning scheme can be used in other con-
texts, for example, with more sophisticated extrapolation tech-

niques. Perhaps the most direct application of the technique is
to repeat the analysis of Longcope & Silva (1998) in attempt-
ing to match the locations of flare brightenings to separators.
Such a comparison can now be done for a large number of ac-
tive regions, to quantify how often there is a match. Further, the
complexity of the coronal field can be quantified and used as a
predictor for flares and eruptive events, in the same manner as
various previous studies (e.g., Leka & Barnes 2003b; Falconer
et al. 2002) have used measures describing the photospheric
field. Such a study is being undertaken by Barnes & Leka
(2005).
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